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Abstract
The landscape mapping of various regions continues to be the most important task of the modern geography. In recent
decades, this direction has been widely used GIS technologies and spectral measurement for its purposes. Studies in the
central part of the Volga river delta landscape has a number of reasons. The process of the landscape mapping of the
central part of the Volga river delta has several stages with various GIS technologies, there are available topographic
maps in electronic form, radar topographic survey data (SRTM), planar-altitude base data and remote analyze. Webgeoportal technologies makes it possible to detail the location of key areas and field routes. The mapping process is
combined with GPS and mobile geolocation applications. Modern GIS technologies allows creating an electronic
landscape map of the central part of the Volga river delta landscape at a scale of 1:100 000.

Keywords: the Volga river delta, landscape, space images, GIS, landscape mapping, geolocation applications,
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the achieved success in the field of small-scale landscape mapping, the problem of the availability of mediumand large-scale cartographic data to different regions remains unsolved. The current situation does not make possible to
conduct a retrospective analysis of the structural and functional features of natural ("restored") landscapes, to
investigate the dynamics and transformation of geosystems under the influence of natural factors and anthropogenic
agents.
The object of the study is the central part of the landscape of the Volga river delta (Figure 1, Figure 2). Despite the
study of the natural geosystems of the delta ( Barmin Alexander N., Ermolina A.S., Iolin M.M., 2010; Barmin
Alexander N., Kurmangaliyeva A.R., 2011; Volynkin, I.N. , 1969; Zanozin V.V., 2006), the absence at the moment of
the landscape map of this region makes its implementation relevant.
The creation of a modern electronic landscape map is divided into several stages, on each of which certain functions are
realized in GIS technology (Konovalova T.I., 2005).
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Figure 1. Channel plains in the delta of the Volga River

Figure 2 Baer knolls in the delta of the Volga River

STAGES OF A LANDSCAPE MAP CREATING PROCESS
The first stage of mapping
At the first stage "catalog" of data of the explored territory is created. In this case, literary sources, stock cartographic
materials, available topographic maps in electronic form, radar topographic survey data (SRTM), planar-altitude base
data and space images became as a basis.
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The second stage of mapping
At the second stage, the necessary materials are prepared for expedition work. So, the boundaries of the geosystems of
stow-rank were previously allocated. The key areas were planned and a route of investigation was compiled, based on
web-geoportal technologies and visual analysis of the structure of the landscape pattern. Data from stock literature and
cartographic sources allowed to determine the boundaries of the region under study and to characterize its natural
territorial complex (NTC).
Route studies in the central part of the Volga delta landscape began in spring 2015 and continue in the present. In the
process of field research, landscape descriptions of key areas are carried out, a thorough photographic survey of NTC is
performed. Separately, it should be noted, that field studies are combined with accurate positioning systems and mobile
geolocation applications. This symbiosis allows quickly, directly in the process of the route, record the research
pathways, make corrections to the data, send graphic data and text materials to the laboratory.
The third stage of mapping
The third stage involves careful processing of field research data in the laboratory. Photographic materials are grouped
according to dates, on the basis of obtained mobile geolocation applications, interactive maps of routing studies are
formed. Such maps store information about the size of the surveyed NTCs, the graphs of altitude differences and, in
fact, the altitude data itself. Elevation data are also derived from analysis of terrain models, topographic maps and
SRTM data. Such a careful approach to studying the difference in elevation is due to the release of NTC as such. On the
basis of data on altitude, there were isolated tracts of limniс (kultuc) and channel plains (low, medium and high levels) (
Zanozin V.V., Zanozin V.V., Barmin A.N., 2017). On the basis of space images, an analysis of indicative landscapestructural relationships was carried out (Viktorov A.S., 1986). Climatic, geological and geomorphological and time
factors were considered at the satellite images analysis for detection of the landscape picture (NTCs borders).
Work on the decoding and spectrometry of NTCs is carried out in Image Media Center software, developed by Center
of Innovative Technologies (Moscow). Selected key areas with NTCs untouched by anthropogenic influence formed
the basis for creating an atlas of spectral graphs.
Space spectral measurement
Today in Russia there are no generally available spectral catalogs and atlases for the regions of the country that will
improve the accuracy of remote sensing data analysis in scientific and applied problems.
On the basis of the goal, the following tasks were set:
•

to study the theoretical basis of space landscape studies and spectrometry of the natural landscape;

•

to identify key areas of the central part of the Volga river delta with NTCs, unaffected by anthropogenic
impact;

•

to formulate the method of spectrometry of NTCs, characteristic for the region under study;

•

to obtain a set of spectral graphs;

•

to realize multi-user access to research materials.

The identification of landscapes involves a transition from the recognition of dominant tracts to the analysis of the
internal structure of the landscape as a whole, i.e. the whole set of tracts. With visual decoding, the contrasts of the tone
(color) image of the reference NTCs can become among the other deciphering features one of the effective ones. To
determine the reference NTCs, it is necessary to take into account the textural features of the pattern, the size and
configuration of the contours. Despite the variability of the tone of the cosmic image, often due to a change in the
seasonal, subseasonal and weather conditions of landscapes, the features of the picture in the main features can be
preserved for a relatively long time, reflecting the horizontal inland landscape differentiation of elementary natural
geosystems.
The brightness of objects, which is characterized by the coefficient of spectral brightness (rλ), varies in different
spectral zones and is denoted as a percentage or fractions of unity. Parameters of coefficient of spectral brightness are
represented as a graph (or curve) of spectral brightness.
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The coefficient of spectral brightness of landscape objects, as well as clouds and air haze, depend on the physic and
chemical properties of the elements of these objects, temperature, humidity, and vegetation - from the phenophase, the
season, spatial structure and other factors. Thus, one of the main tasks of studying the optical properties of natural
objects and vegetation cover, in particular, is to determine the empirical dependences of the coefficient of spectral
brightness of these objects on various factors that affect their variability.
Complete functional descriptions of the variations of the coefficient of spectral brightness of natural objects from
various influencing factors are commonly called «catalogs». Directories or other descriptions that do not contain
complete information on the dependence of the spectral brightness on factors that affect their variability and are not
provided with statistically significant series of initial data should be referred to as «atlases» of coefficient of spectral
brightness (Altynov A.E., Malinnikov V.A., Popov S.M. , Stetsenko A.F. 2010).
Separately, it should be noted that the spectrometric measurements of NTCs in the central part of the Volga river delta
are aero-spectrometric and space-spectrometric (Figure 3). Aerospectrometry is carried out from the side of an airplane
or helicopter to study larger and less homogeneous objects, for example, west-subordinate lakes, etc.

Figure 3. Space spectral measurements of NTCs in Image Media Center software, developed by Center of Innovative
Technologies (Moscow)

The peculiarity of space spectrometry is the use of remote sensing data, where the total radiation of the Earth's surface
and atmosphere is recorded. Therefore, one of the tasks of space spectrometry is to study the effect of the atmosphere
on the optical characteristics of terrestrial objects.
The last stage of mapping
At the last stage, data validation, its systematization for typing of allotments during the creation of the landscape map
and, in fact, the design of the cartographic product itself are realized.
The projected landscape map of NTCs of the central part of the Volga River delta is synthetic. This means that the
geographic complexes are mapped onto the map, combining them into species and types in accordance with the
taxonomic system of landscape units. Thus, the image objects on synthetic maps are not different geographical
components, but their complexes, displayed in a single system of symbols. Each symbol of the map refers
simultaneously to many interrelated indicators (Isachenko A.G.,1961). An example of a fragment of the projected
cartographic material is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 . Fragment of the landscape map of the central part of the Volga river delta
(based on the key area Obraztsovo-Travino),
1 - low level limniс (kultuc) plain; 2 - middle level limniс (kultuc) plain;
3 - limniс (kultuc) high level plains; 4 - Channel shallow low-level plain; 5 - Channel shallow plain (average level); 6 Channel fine-grained plain of high level; 7 - limniс (kultuc) lake; 8 - watercourse;
9 - natural levee (channel bank)

CONCLUSIONS
In addition to solving the issue of designing cartographic data, the issue of their distribution remains. Therefore, the
next stage of designing a landscape map is the stage of distribution, support and continuous transformation.
With the development of GIS and IT technologies, cartography continues to evolve. Previously, it was proposed to
develop a landscape web-GIS (Zanozin V.V., 2016). Such a geoinformation resource will provide a generalization of
different level information, the development of non-standard scientific concepts, the rationale for decisions on the use
of natural resources, will allow the dissemination of cartographic data for free use.
Modern GIS-technologies in landscape mapping makes it possible to optimally organize field studies and interpretation
of space images, create a comprehensive information system for representing the territory, and systematize the process
of designing cartographic material.
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